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About this Toolkit
JCU has a strong track record in the delivery of high quality research through success in competitive grants
as well as for our industry and community partners.
As competition intensifies for limited research funding, many staff have sought assistance from the
Research Services team about how they can build their capability to identify, develop and deliver highquality research projects.
This Toolkit provides practical, user-friendly information and advice to help staff develop, secure and
manage a range of research projects.
It is designed to assist academic staff to access information which supports considerations and activities
essential to initiating a new externally-funded research project.
For more complex elements such as project pricing and contracting, the Research Services and Finance
teams are available to assist.
We trust that you find this resource useful. We welcome feedback from you on the materials in this Toolkit
and will continue to build upon it over time.

Rochelle Finlay
Director, Research Services
James Cook University
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1. Prospecting for New Partnerships
This Guide shows you how to develop and approach opportunities for industry-funded research. It supports
JCU staff to generate new research income through the identification and establishment of new
commercial relationships.
Finding the right research consultancy or project can take time, but there are a range of things that you can
do to improve your prospects of finding a collaboration or partnership with industry, government or
community partner that makes use of your capabilities. This checklist provides a series of steps that you
can take when prospecting for collaborations and partnerships. We encourage you to work through these
questions and record your notes in the space provided.
Issues

Consideration

1. Develop your
understanding of the
industry or community
sector to which your
research is relevant.

Ask:

2. Undertake
background research
on the industry and its
drivers.

•

What are the policy and environmental
drivers that are bringing about change in
the sector?

•

What are the significant challenges and
biggest risks that the sector needs to
address?

•

Who are the major players in the sector –
both competitors and potential
collaborators?

•

What opportunities does the sector need
to take advantage of to be internationally
competitive?

My Notes

IBISWorld reports provide insights into
industries that may have demand for JCU
research. They:
•

Show the total size of the market for a
good or service and how that market is
expected to perform over the next five
years.

•

Provide insight into whether an industry
is growing or shrinking, outsourcing,
experiencing technology change or trying
to open new markets.

IbisWorld can be accessed here.
3. Be aware of
government programs
to support universityindustry connections.
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Issues

Consideration

My Notes

The starting point for this is Research
Professional. You can also find current
funding programs offered by:
• Australian Federal Government through
Grant Connect
• Advance Queensland
• Entrepreneurs Programme
• Australian Research Council
• National Health and Medical Research
Council
4. Consider whether
you have underutilised
research infrastructure
that could benefit
industry

JCU has access to certain high value
equipment, microscopes, bio-based labs,
animal models and other research
infrastructure. The combination of access to
research infrastructure in addition to
provision of research support may be
attractive to some industry partners.
Further information about JCU’s research
infrastructure is available here.

5. Consider whether
you can offer industry
access to student talent

Access to student talent can be attractive to
some industry partners. For advice on
connecting Research Higher Degree (HDR)
students with industry for the purposes of a
1-5 month internship. Contact the JCU
Graduate Research School. In terms of wider
industry engagement with HDR students and
their supervisors, industry connections may
be established through the inclusion of
industry colleagues as external supervisor or
contributing to higher degree scholarships or
top ups.

6. Develop and
participate in university
activities that build
university-industry
links

For example, attend events and workshops
held by your College/ Institute/ Centre to
which industry participants are invited, as
well as those held by industry organisations
or the local chamber of commerce, local
networking events opportunities and
innovation events.

7. Develop
relationships with key
people in industry (and
industry representative
bodies) that are

Few university-industry partnerships are
initiated through cold calling or hard selling
approach. Take the time to build
relationships with potential industry partners.
Identify key people in your industry and look
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Issues

Consideration

influential in the sector
to which your research
is relevant.

for opportunities to introduce yourself. Ask a
colleague to introduce you to industry
contacts.

8. Build and develop
relationships with
industry partners
through involvement in
projects that are led by
colleagues.

Industry projects will often require a team
approach to deliver the outcomes required
by your partner or client. Use your
participation in team projects to develop your
experience in working with industry. Where
possible, involve Early Career Researchers
and selected students.

9. Use existing
relationships to
propose ideas for your
next industry project.

Once you have established relationships and
have runs on the board with industry clients,
be proactive about thinking what the next
stage in the relationship could look like – and
what other problems your partner needs
addressed.

My Notes

The Business Development Managers in
Research Services can assist you to develop
or propose new opportunities.
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2. Preparing for a Collaboration or Partnership
This Guide shows you how to work systematically through the matters that you need to consider as you are
developing your approach to a new project or partnership. It comprises both external and internal
considerations as you seek to get your new project off the ground.

2.1. External Considerations
This checklist will assist you to work through the range of potential issues that typically arise in developing
a project with a potential partner. We encourage you to work through these questions and record your
notes in the space provided. Should the project be successful, contract documentation will need to reflect
the choices that you have made.
Issues

Consideration

My Notes

Project purpose and
scope
1. What is the overall
purpose of the project
and output?

Do you fully understand what your proposed
partners is seeking to achieve? Sometimes
clients are not clear about what they want,
requiring you to clarify the opportunity.
Is the collaborative project mainly to:
• Solve an industry constraint or problem?
• Commercialise or improve existing
material?
• Develop knowledge in an area?
• Develop new material for
commercialisation?

1.1 Who takes the lead?

• Which party is driving the project?
• Who should be the project parties?
• Who should lead the project?

2. Does the design of
the project fit the
overall purpose of the
project and output?

• What are the project aims, scope and
timing?
• What is the total available budget to
support the project?
• What are the sources of funds (i.e. direct,
cash or in-kind, equipment load,
sponsorships, grant)?
• How viable is the project based on funds
and partner commitment?
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Issues

Consideration

2.1 What needs to be
taken into account in
design of the
collaboration?

What are the:

My Notes

• Key project deliverables (distinguished
from other investigator research)?
• Outcomes?
• Key dates?
• Publications?
• Key risks?

3. How and when
should project
payments be made?

• How should project deliverables be
reflected in milestones?

3.1 How is a milestone
demonstrated to be
met to the satisfaction
of all parties?

Milestones should be able to be as objectively
measured as possible (e.g. prototype
complete and functioning as specified).

3.2 What should be the
consequence of a
milestone being met or
not being met?

Consider what will happen if one of the
parties misses a milestone.

• What proportion of payments should be
linked to each milestone?

Project inputs
4. Who are key project
personnel?

• Who is the Principal Investigator and
Project Manager?
• Who are other key personnel?

5. Which party
contributes what?

Consider who contributes:
• money
• staff
• equipment
• facilities
• intellectual property
• other items
and when these contributions should be
made.

Project activity
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Issues

Consideration

6. How is the project to
be managed?

Specify project management expectations
(e.g. regular team meetings, timing and
content of updates on the project plan sent to
parties fortnightly) and processes (e.g.
methods to be used and responsibilities).

6.1 Who should be able
to participate in the
project or have access
to project material and
facilities (e.g. students,
volunteers and IT access
arrangements)?

Consider whether student involvement is
permissible and any conditions required.

7. How are parties able
to monitor the project
and how often should
this occur?

Consider the frequency of project team
meetings (usually weekly) and project
updates/ plans/reports.

My Notes

Project outputs
8. What does each
party want to
reasonably do with
outputs in domestic
and international
markets?

Consider whether each party can use project
outputs for purposes of publications, further
research and/or teaching.

9. Who should own
specific outputs
(including IP and other
research results)?

Consider how these outputs will be managed.
Seek advice from Research Services on
intellectual property issues such as:
• What background intellectual property is
each party applying towards the project?
• What are the rights of use?
• Are commercial terms required for future
use?
• How will publications be managed?

10. What will each
party need after project
completion?

Consider the treatment of issues following
project completion such as:
• Confidentiality obligations
• Reasonable requests for data
• Further research and teaching permissions
• Ability to provide improvements
• Publications and reporting
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Issues

Consideration

My Notes

• Licenses to background and foreground
intellectual property for continued use
• Ongoing involvement of staff and
personnel (if any).

2.2. Internal Considerations
Before you commence a detailed evaluation of the proposed partnership or collaboration, take some time
to consider some preliminary questions about project alignment and your capacity to deliver it. We
encourage you to work through these questions and record your notes in the space provided.
Issues

Consideration

My Notes

Project alignment
1. Does the proposed
partnership align with
university priorities?

If the proposed partnership or activity is
not aligned with the University’s
priorities or strategic directions
(including at Divisional and College
level), reconsider the value of pursuing
the opportunity.

2. Does the project align with
industry or government
priorities?

If the proposed partnership or activity is
not aligned with the relevant
government or industry’s strategic
priorities, reconsider whether it is worth
your time and effort.
Research Services can support your
consideration of this.

Capacity and capability
3. Do you have the capacity
to take on this project?
Within your current and
future obligations within your
College/Institute including
teaching, supervising and
marking, do you have capacity
to take on the expected FTE
engagement for the duration
of the project?

Consider both the total time
commitment required to deliver the
project as well as specific time
commitments as they fall throughout
the year. Discuss potential solutions and
workarounds with your supervisor
and/or Dean early.

Are there any blockers that
would prevent you from
committing to the expected
FTE engagement on a project,
e.g. busy periods of the year
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Issues

Consideration

My Notes

where you may be unavailable
to work on the project?
4. Do you have the skills and
capabilities (either working
alone or in collaboration with
others) to deliver the project?

Consider approaching colleagues both
within and beyond your
College/Institute/Centre to ensure the
right capability mix.
Research Services can assist in
identifying potential collaborators
within JCU who can fill in any capability
gaps in your project team.

5. Have all of the participants
in the proposed project
confirmed their availability
and willingness to be
involved?

Continue to keep JCU and other
participants informed of the status of
the potential project as it moves
through its various development stages.

Internal financial
considerations
6. Will the proposed funding
for the project fully cover the
costs of delivery by JCU?
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3. Conducting Due Diligence
This Guide outlines the due diligence process: financial and reputational issues that JCU Research Services
will consider prior to a final decision to proceed with a collaboration or partnership with an external
partner.
The term “due diligence” describes the process of systematically appraising a potential contractor or
business partner to establish its financial position and reputation. The focus in due diligence is on the
financial and reputational standing of the other entity.
JCU Research Services will conduct a due diligence exercise in respect of each potential contractor or
partner as a precursor to entering into a contract of significant value or a significant business relationship.
The scope of the due diligence exercise will depend on the nature of the matter and the entity involved.
The higher the value of the transaction or the significance of the partnership, the more extensive the due
diligence inquiries will be.
As a researcher, your obligation is to notify JCU Research Services promptly in the event that you are
considering entering into a contract of significant value or a significant business relationship, so that JCU
Research Services can undertake the necessary due diligence.
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4. Financial Due Diligence Checklist
The focus of the financial due diligence is in ensuring that the entity is of good financial standing and to
confirm that the University is likely to be paid.
For transactions or partnerships valued at greater than $1 million, JCU Research Services may seek some or
all of the following information:


Profit and loss statements, balance sheets and annual reports (up to 3 years)



A Corporate Scorecard report



Certificates of currency for Insurances and copies of policies



Current business plan



If the entity is a member of a corporate group, a corporate tree outlining the structure of all
members in the Group



Details of any events (current or anticipated) which may have a material adverse effect on
the entity or the corporate group.



Details of any current or threatened litigation



Details of any “off balance sheet” transactions.



Details of any regulatory breaches



A copy of the entity’s compliance policy and any significant non-compliance



If the entity will hold information about JCU or its students, policies and procedures relating
to privacy, data security and business continuity.

There is no “one size fits all” approach to this exercise. The extent to which some or all of the above
information is obtained will depend on the value of the transaction or the significance of the relationship.
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5. Reputational Due Diligence Checklist
The focus of the reputational due diligence is in ensuring that the entity is the “right fit” for the University
and that association with it will not damage the reputation of the University.
To be satisfied that the proposed partner is of high standing in the industry, JCU may:


Ask whether the organisation’s purpose and its principal activities align with that of JCU



Make inquiries of customers, users or suppliers to the proposed partner



Make inquiries with other JCU staff who have a history of engagement with the worked with
the proposed partner



Speak to referees named by the proposed partner.
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6. Bidding and Grant Writing
6.1. Developing and writing bids for research funding, tenders and
consulting
This Guide shows you how to develop and write bids for competitive grants, research tenders, contract
research and consultancies. The emphasis is on how to prepare your bid – whether for a government
sponsored research grant or for research projects or consultancies funded by industry.

6.1.1 Preparing to write a grant application, tender or proposal
Define your project clearly
It is vital that you clearly and succinctly define the purpose of your project. This sounds simple but can be a
long and complex process. You may start thinking about potential projects a year or more before the
deadline for making submissions to funders.
Start preparing your answers to these questions early. Make the answers short and sharp, and keep
revising them:
• What is your hypothesis or hypotheses? Are they clear and testable?
• What questions will you address? What are your broad goals and specific outcomes?
• How will you achieve these outcomes? What experiments, research design and resources will you use
to test your hypothesis and achieve your outcomes? Draft your expected outcomes in specific,
measurable terms.
Next, prepare a timeline that includes the planning phase, a period for searching for funds, writing the
proposal, and the start date. Update the timeline as your project evolves.
Summaries of recent grant applications, research contracts and consultancies on the JCU website may offer
inspiration or guidance.

Identify and contact funding sources
There are many sources of funding available for research, ranging from the major government research
funding bodies – the Australian Research Council and the National Health and Medical Research Council,
other government agencies, non-government organisations, industry and charities. In some cases, income
from consultancies may also be considered as research income (see box, below).
JCU subscribes to Research Professional which is a useful source of information on eligible funding
opportunities for JCU researchers based in Australia and Singapore.
Look for a match between the goals and objectives of your project and those of the funder. Identify specific
funding priorities and preferences.
If appropriate and allowed by the funder’s rules, contact the funders directly to test your proposal and seek
more information. Don’t stop after sending an email, pick up the phone. Direct personal contact is often
the best way to test your ideas and get more information. Find out if there is a specific project officer for
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your kind of project. Ask how proposals are reviewed and decisions made. Check about budgetary
requirements and preferences. Are matching funds required?

Carefully follow the grant or tender guidelines

Obtain each funder’s guidelines and read them carefully. Check back with the funder if you have any
questions.
Be realistic about whether you have enough time to prepare a high-quality proposal. Know the funder’s
policies on late submissions.
Make sure to find out about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

deadlines
eligibility
proposal format (including page limits and whether appendices are allowed)
the review timetable
budgets
goals and priorities
award levels
evaluation process and criteria
who to contact
any other requirements.

Understanding the HERDC definition of research and experimental development
Identify whether your project meets the definition of ‘research and experimental development’ used by the
Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC). The university needs to record all activities that meet
this definition. This data is one component in the formulae used by government to allocate research block
funding to JCU.
The HERDC describes any work outside its definition of research as a ‘consultancy’. Sometimes this is
misleading, as in some cases the work undertaken as a consultancy can be defined in a way that meets the
HERDC definition of research.
As you set up your project, consider doing so in a way that part or all of the research required meets the
HERDC definition of research and experimental development.
The HERDC definition of research and experimental development (2018)
The HERDC definition of research and experimental development, abbreviated as R&D, is consistent with
the OECD definition of research and experimental development set out in the 2015 Frascati Manual. R&D
is defined as:
‘creative and systematic work undertaken in order to increase the stock of knowledge –
including knowledge of humankind, culture and society – and to devise new applications of
available knowledge.’
For an activity to be an R&D activity it must satisfy all five core criteria:
1. To be aimed at new findings (novel)
2. To be based on original, not obvious, concepts and hypotheses (creative)
3. To be uncertain about the final outcomes (uncertain)
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4. To be planned and budgeted (systematic)
5. To lead to results that could be possibly reproduced (transferable and/or reproducible).
Activities that meet the above definition of R&D include:
a. Professional, technical, administrative or clerical support staff directly engaged in activities essential
to the conduct of R&D
b. The activities of HDR students enrolled at the HEP
c. The development of HDR training and courses
d. The supervision of HDR students enrolled at the HEP
e. R&D into applications software, new programming languages and new operating systems
f. Prototype development and testing
g. Construction and operation of a pilot plant where the primary objective is to make further
improvements
h. Trial production where there is full scale testing and subsequent further design and engineering
i. Phases I to III of clinical trials.
From the 2018 Higher Education Research Data Collection Specifications.

Know JCU Research Services requirements and processes
Research Services Staff can assist researchers prepare and get endorsement for research funding
applications. The Research Services pages on the website are an important source of information. They
include information on JCU requirements and processes for applying for grants and answers to frequently
asked questions. Among the key points:
• All external research grant and tender applications must be submitted through Research Services,
except where electronic submission is required, when they must be lodged in hard copy with Research
Services for endorsement.
• A fully signed Research Funding Approval Form must be provided with each application.
• Deadlines for submission to Research Services allow time for checking, revision and processing. Unless
advised otherwise, deadlines are:
o ARC and NHMRC – four weeks before the submission date
o other Australian granting bodies – one week before the submission date
o overseas granting bodies – two weeks before the submission date.
• The Provost may reject grants that have not been submitted through proper channels or do not have
the required authorisations.

6.1.2 Writing your grant, tender or proposal
Writing a bid for a research grant is not the same as writing up the results of your research. It shares the
qualities of any kind of effective practical writing. The main difference is that your readers will have to read
a large number of applications all trying to win the grant. They are almost certainly be time-poor, so you
have to rise above the crowd.
Your writing should be entirely focused on making its point and supporting your case, as quickly and clearly
as possible.
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You’ve already spent months refining your topic. Your narrative is the story you want to tell. It is your
chance to persuade the people making the decision that it is an important story that should be told – and
funded.

Writing your project summary
Your summary should be a succinct and accurate description of the proposal. It should stand on its own
when separated from the rest of the application.
The summary should:
• Start with a statement of your purpose in a single sentence – sometimes called the ‘hook’, that tailors
the purpose to the interest of a particular funder
• Elaborate the context
• Describe the particular problem you will address
• Explain how you will tackle it, and how results will be measured
• Show how your question, answer and methods are distinctive.

Features of an effective application
Jacob Kraicer’s paper, The Art of Grantsmanship, gives detailed and invaluable advice on writing grant
applications, and is worth reading in full. Among much useful advice, he lists the broad features of an
effective grant application. These include:
Read the general instructions carefully and follow them exactly.
Successful applications must be a ‘joy to read’ and must stand out from the ever-increasing competition.
Do not go over the maximum number of pages.
Do not submit additional information after the deadline (unless explicitly allowed).
Polish your application extensively.
Pay attention to the agency’s objectives and criteria and the types of research it funds. It is a waste of
time to apply to the ‘wrong’ agency.
• Have your application reviewed by selected peers prior to submission. Ensure that a late draft is
examined by experienced colleagues – preferably by a specialist in your discipline and also by a
generalist to check for clarity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Research Services website also has a useful Checklist for a Winning Grant.

The budget
A well-presented budget will help demonstrate that you have a well-thought-out project. Funders will
review the budget and consider whether: funds are sufficient, it is consistent with the proposal, its costs
are reasonable, it has enough detail and explanation.
Budgets should be properly costed as per the Financial and Business Services policy using the Research
Services Pricing Tool.
Projects that involve the establishment or refurbishment of facilities or the purchase and installation of
equipment should be discussed with the (Dean of Research and the Estate Office) to ensure that all costs
are correctly identified. Research infrastructure with a value >$50,000 must be approved by the James
Cook University Research Infrastructure Advisory Committee chaired by the Dean of Research.
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Applications which require JCU to provide in-kind or cash contributions must have formal confirmation
from the relevant Deans of College, Deputy Vice-Chancellors or other appropriate authority that the
contributions will be provided before an application is submitted to the funding body.
If an external body is providing a contribution, an appropriately signed letter of support on the
organisation's letterhead that details the cash or in-kind support as well as the purpose of the contribution
must be included with the application.

Other elements of a research bid
Depending on the requirements of the funder, it may be possible to include supporting materials that, for
example, endorse the project and the applicant, provide certifications, add information and personnel and
consultants, and provide other details. Check whether the funder welcomes or even allows supporting
material, and on any restrictions.
All applications must be lodged as complete applications including signature pages. Application forms will
state which signatures are required. Allow enough time to obtain them. Without the right signatures, your
proposal is likely to be rejected. Authorities to sign proposals are detailed in the Council’s delegations of
authority and must be adhered to.

6.1.3 After the proposal is submitted
Responding to assessor’s reports – the rejoinder process
Applicants for ARC and NHMRC grants may be given the opportunity to submit a ‘rejoinder’ – a reply to
comments from grant assessors. The Research Services website and the ARC website have advice on
rejoinders.
Research Services recommends you take advantage of the opportunity as it could make a difference
between success and failure. Granting bodies say that in most years, about 10 per cent of rejoinders affect
the outcome of the application.
The key advice is to pick out the most important points, answer factually, provide references where
needed, and don’t attack the assessor or the system.
A rejoinder is not an opportunity to substantially redesign the study. You have been assessed on the grant
you submitted and cannot be re-evaluated on a new study.

6.2. Further reading
Jacob Kraicer, The Art of Grantsmanship
Adam Przeworski and Frank Salomon, On the Art of Writing Proposals
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7. Pricing Your Project
7.1. Pricing your Project
This Guide and associated Research Project Pricing Tool helps you to accurately cost your research
proposal, tender response, or consultancy project in accordance with JCU’s financial policies.
This tool is used to estimate the full cost of a project or your involvement in a project including the
components that will be funded by external parties and, on occasion, by JCU. The Pricing Tool should be
completed for each project and used when seeking your College or Institute sign-off on the Research
Funding Approval Form (RFAF) before it is submitted to Research Services.
The tool can be tailored to the individual circumstances of the project. Where costs are not to be charged
to the client, or lower overhead rates are to be applied, the difference will be highlighted as a JCU In-kind
Contribution. For contract research and consultancy arrangements, where a higher Profit Margin may be
achieved, this will provide additional funds that may be able to be used to support other research.
The tool enables Researchers, with the assistance of Grants Finance or the Research Services Business
Development team, to can estimate the direct salary costs for completion of the project based on either a
fraction of an FTE or the number of days to be spent on the project. The classification and step level for
each staff member will need to be estimated.
Direct non-salary costs can be grouped around research activities (or milestones), such as field trips or
laboratory work. This includes the use of other Research Facilities (e.g. Advanced Analytical Centre or
Orpheus Island Research Station).
The tool estimates the indirect costs based on University policy. This includes Overheads, a Competitive
Neutrality margin and a recommended minimum Project Surplus of 25%. Competitive Neutrality is a
regulatory obligation for government entities and cannot be varied. Both overhead and project surplus can
be varied from the standard rates, subject to the appropriate level of sign-off, noting that a reduction will
lower the amount of funds that back to your College or Institute and will be considered as being part of the
University’s in-kind contribution.
Once approved, the Pricing Tool summarises the budget for the project and can convert it into foreign
currency if required. The output can be uploaded as part of the contract paperwork in Finance@JCU
(Cognos). A summary is also available for the client where direct costs are ‘grossed up’ to take into account
the indirect costs. JCU’s In-Kind Contribution is also highlighted. An output tab has been included to
partially complete any details that are also required in the RFAF to further streamline the administrative
process.
For assistance with completing the tool, please contact the Grants Finance Team or the Research Services
Business Development team.
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8. Research Contracts
This Guide provides an overview of the key issues that need to be considered in creating the contract for
your project. Researchers are not expected to document contracts without assistance. Please contact
Research Services for further advice and support.
Researchers must seek advice from Research Services before entering any discussions on legal or
commercial terms with industry partners or external funding bodies. Without endorsement by Research
Services, no agreement governing research activities can be signed off by the University.
Before an agreement for research can be signed by the JCU delegate, a completed Research Funding
Approval Form needs to be submitted to Research Services. This form provides the sign-off from your
College Dean (or equivalent) for your involvement and sets out what will be contributed by JCU and for
what price. If the contract reflects your original proposal, then there is no need to complete a new
Research Funding Approval Form.
Once the funding body or industry partner is happy to proceed and your College approves of your
involvement in the proposed research activity, then preparing a contract for the project is the next step.
Agreements for research need to meet the expectations and requirements of all parties – the researcher
and also the client.
For the researcher, what matters is the capacity to use the project results in future work and also the ability
to publish those results. This makes it imperative to reach agreement with the funding body or industry
partner what will happen to the outcomes of the project. Issues of control, access and use need to be
settled upfront.
The Intellectual Property terms of any contract need to be carefully considered in order to protect those
outcomes. New Intellectual Property (often referred to as Project IP) usually includes data. It is important
to be clear about:
• How the data is controlled, including storage and any copies
• Who can use it, and what if any, are the restrictions
• Who can publish it, when and under what conditions
• What the researcher is required to report on and whether this can be published and
• The treatment of student intellectual property
Depending on the project, the contract will also address a range of important issues, including:
• Pricing
• Project deliverables
• Project milestones
• Payment schedules
• Project personnel
• The treatment of confidential information.
Authorities to sign contracts are detailed in the Council’s Delegations of Authority. These must be adhered
to.
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Once a fully executed contract is received by Research Services it will be processed with a signed Research
Funding Approval Form through Research Services database (RIMS). The paperwork will then be forwarded
to Financial and Business Services for action. Finance and Business Services will open an account for the
project, advise the Chief Investigator or project leader of the account number and create the invoices. For
further information setting up an account please see the section “Setting Up Your Research Grant and
Managing Your Project”.
For all contractual matters relating to research, contact the Research Contracts Officer at
researchoffice@jcu.edu.au
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9. Setting up Your Research Grant and Managing Your
Research Project
This Guide provides advice on key issues that need to be considered in setting up your research grant and
managing your project – before you start, during the project and at completion.
Once you’ve received notification your research project is up and running there are a range of practical
things that you need to do to ensure that your project runs smoothly. In the event that you encounter
difficulties in the delivery of your project, there are also some things that you can do to get your project
back on track. If you can’t find the answers below, Research Services staff are also available to assist with
any queries.

9.1. Setting up your Research Grant
9.1.1 Notifying Research Services via the Research Funding Approval Form
You will need to provide the following to Research Services to allow an account to be set up, invoices to be
created and your access to project funds organised with Grants Finance:
1. The signed and completed Research Funding Approval Form
2. A copy of the original application to the funding body
3. The letter from the funding body notifying that the grant has been successful and any attached
agreements for signing or offer of grant forms.
Once all paperwork is in order the information can be entered into Research Services database (RIMS) and
sent to Financial and Business Services for action. Finance and Business Services will open an account for
the project, advise the Chief Investigator or project leader of the account number and create the invoices.

9.1.2 Putting an appropriate contract in place
Seek assistance from Research Services to develop and/or review the proposed contract and ensure that
intellectual property and other issues are properly addressed (see the Research Contracts section of this
Toolkit). Research Services will assist you to negotiate any contractual terms.

9.2. Early project requirements
9.2.1 Obtaining ethics approval
Contact Research Services for any assistance in obtaining ethics approval (see the Research Ethics section
of this Toolkit).

9.2.2 Purchasing goods and services
You can purchase goods and services once your project has been set up and you have an account for the
project. Please note that all purchases of goods and services must be made in accordance with JCU’s
Procurement Policy and Procurement Procedure.
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9.2.3 Hiring staff
If you need to hire a new staff member to work on the project, contact your Division’s HR consultant.

9.2.4 Appointing a subcontractor
If you wish to engage a third party to collaborate with you on a research project, you will need to arrange
for a subcontract to be put in place between JCU and the third party. Contact Research Services for
assistance with this process.

9.2.5 Project communication at project commencement
Make sure every project team member is aware of:
• Project deadlines
• Their tasks for the project and how much time it should take to complete them
• The budget associated with travel and non-salary expenses relevant to them
• Any project risks you have anticipated before starting the project and strategies to mitigate them.
Put in place a regular series of meetings during the project so that you can ensure that all project team
members are aware of their role and making the contribution that you expect.

9.3. During your project
9.3.1 Financial Management
The Grants Finance team will set up your contract in their contract management system and diarise any
financial and reporting milestones that are in the contract. As these milestones approach they will contract
you and ask you to review the expenditure incurred against the account to confirm that it is valid and in line
with the contract.
Your account can be access via Finance@JCU (Cognos) on the staff home page on the JCU website. A copy
of the contract and any other pertinent documentation will be stored here and you are able to view the
activity on your account and importantly the funds available to spend.

9.3.2 Invoicing and debtor management
The Grants Finance team monitors invoicing milestones and will contact you when an invoice is scheduled
to be raised. Once the invoice is raised, the Accounts Receivable team will send invoices and manage
payments.

9.3.3 Travel arrangements
For any inquiries regarding your travel and assistance with booking, paying and finalising your travel,
contact your local administration team for details on your Division’s Travel Arranger.
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9.4. Scope issues, timeframe changes and other contractual issues
Always contact Research Services if there is a change to the project scope, price or terms, also if project
staff or subcontractors change. These circumstances may require an amendment or extension to the
existing contract. Research Services can assist with putting the correct contractual arrangements in place.
If you consider that the project is not on track (whether or not this is within your control) and this may lead
to conflict or disagreement with your client, notify Research Services so that mitigation strategies can be
put in place. It is generally better to communicate early about potential issues rather than to wait until
problems escalate to the point that they cannot be easily addressed.

9.4.1 Intellectual Property issues
Likewise, if an intellectual property issue arises during the delivery of the project, contact Research Services
as soon as possible.

9.5. Report template
An example of a report template that you can adapt for your project is attached.

9.5.1 Project communication during your project
Make sure you communicate regularly with your project team, and client to see how your project is
progressing. Check with the project team that they are on track with their tasks as you set out at the
beginning of the project, and if there have been any unexpected issues or findings.
Flag any issues or findings you have identified with your client, with proposed solutions, as this may change
the way the client wants to proceed with the project.
If the client requires changes to scope, budget and timelines, contact Research Services to check if any
changes to the contract need to be made.

9.6. At completion
9.6.1 Your final report
Once you have submitted the final report to your client or funding agency, ensure that you retain a copy as
evidence of compliance with the contract.

9.6.2 Final invoice
If a final invoice is due, please contact Grants Finance with instructions to raise the final invoice.

9.6.3 Surplus funds
If your project has been costed and priced in full, there will be surplus funds (the ‘profit margin’) available
at the conclusion of the project. As long as the terms of the contract allow for surplus funds to be retained
by the University, funds are distributed to your Division to be used at their discretion.
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9.6.4 Project communication at project completion
Debrief with your project team, comparing what you expected the project required with what was
ultimately delivered, with respect to scope, time and outcomes. This will be useful in helping you think
about scoping and pricing your next contract.

9.6.5 Publication of outcomes
You can publish outcomes from your project if your client has agreed to this and ideally this will be
reflected in the contract.

9.6.6 Developing your next opportunity
The end of your project may present opportunities for further discussions with your client around “what
next?” It is often easier to approach a satisfied client for the next stage of work than it is to find a new
client with whom you have no existing relationship. If you need assistance in pitching the next phase of
research to your client, contact Research Services.
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10. Commercialisation and Development
This Guide directs you to the support you need to commercialise and develop intellectual property arising
from your research at JCU.

10.1. Commercialisation and Development
If you’re working on an innovative idea, method or advance in technology, Research Services can help you
turn it into something with tangible value and real community impact. JCU’s Development and
Commercialisation team provides advice and support to JCU researchers to identify, evaluate and
commercialise JCU’s intellectual property.
Whether you are starting with:
• Copyright – such as a business model, database and software
• Registered IP – such as patents, trademarks or designs
• Know-how – your expertise
We make sure that your IP is protected and that you receive the appropriate recognition for your research.
Contact us and we’ll arrange a meeting to discuss:
• The stage of your project
• What you’d like to achieve
• Potential markets, partners and competitors
• Ways you can protect the intellectual property.
The Development and Commercialisation team will help you by providing personalised advice and support
to:
• Assist with completing an Innovation Disclosure and Originators Statement
• Determine the potential commercial value of an idea or design
• Protect the intellectual property if appropriate
• Obtain access to sources of funding to commercialise technology
• Develop a commercialisation strategy
Innovators receive a generous share in net commercialisation revenues, in accordance with the JCU’s
Intellectual Property Policy and Procedure.
Contact
Manager, Development and Commercialisation at ic@jcu.edu.au or researchoffice@jcu.edu.au.
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11. Research Ethics
This Guide provides information and resources to help you find information about your responsibilities to
obtain appropriate ethics approvals for your research and to comply with legislation relating to biosecurity
and defence trade controls.
Research Services assists JCU researchers to obtain appropriate ethics approvals for your research and to
meet other legislative requirements.
Research Code of Conduct
The Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research guides institutions and researchers in
responsible research practices. The code promotes integrity in research for researchers and shows how to:
• Manage breaches of the Code and allegations of research misconduct
• Manage research data and materials
• Publish and disseminate research findings, including proper attribution of authorship
• Conduct effective peer review
• Manage conflicts of interest
JCU has adopted the principles set out in the Code incorporating JCU-specific policy; see the Code for the
Responsible Conduct of Research. The University has appointed Research Integrity Advisers in each Division
to assist with explanations of the Code in relation to research misconduct.
Animal welfare and ethics
Animal ethics approval is required for all scientific activities involving animals. Activities involving animals
must only be conducted in compliance with university policy, relevant legislation and after approval by the
JCU’s Animal Ethics Committee (AEC).
Human ethics
Anyone employed by James Cook University or studying at the University who intends to undertake a
research or teaching project involving any form of human participation (including observation of human
activity), access to personal documents or other materials, and access to databases must submit a human
ethics application.
JCU’s Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) reviews all research and teaching applications in
accordance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, 2007.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research Ethics
An Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research Ethics Application must be submitted:
• if the research project involves or will be conducted in an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community;
• if the target participants of the study are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples;
• if the recruitment population of the study is likely to include a significant number of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples, i.e. health population studies, certain school populations.
The Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) reviews all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research
Ethics applications.
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Clinical trials
A clinical trial is a form of human research designed to find out the effects of an intervention, including a
treatment or diagnostic procedure.
Clinical trials in Australia must be conducted in accordance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct
in Human Research, 2007 and the current Australian Government Therapeutic Goods Administration
legislation. Depending on the nature of the trial, ethics review is conducted by JCU or Health Service
Districts Human Research Ethics Committees. Clinical trials must be registered in the publicly accessible
database Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry.
Biodiscovery
Biodiscovery involves collecting samples of native biological materials to test for compounds that may have
commercial applications. In Queensland, biodiscovery activities conducted on state land or waters are
regulated under the Biodiscovery Act 2004. If native biological materials are to be taken from state land or
waters for biodiscovery, a special permit is required.
Defence Trade Controls
The Defence Trade Controls Act regulates the intangible export of items and technologies that are related
to military or defence activities or are considered dual use in a non-physical form from Australia to a person
outside of Australia. It contains broad exemptions that apply to basic scientific research, technologies that
are already in the public domain, and certain activities associated with research.
Contact us
You can contact Research Services for support and assistance with any of these matters.
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